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ABSTRACT

To close the loop for the circular economy (CE) transition in the construction industry, forward logistics (FL) and reverse logistics (RL), as enabling operations for CE, are important topics to be addressed. However, current research mainly focuses on either FL or RL, with a lack of synthesis that presents an overview of the bi-directional logistics system integrating FL and RL and related mechanisms to close the loop. This review, therefore, explores the current cases of FL and RL in the construction arena through a systematic literature review (SLR) process. A review framework to synthesize and compare both FL and RL operations in various phases of the construction project life cycle (CPLC) has been established for this purpose. The phases include - in FL: design, manufacturing, construction, and operations; and in RL: deconstruction, product reuse, waste distribution, and material reprocessing. The review concludes that while similar methods and CE strategies are used in FL and RL, RL operations require more integration between supply chain actors to close the loop for CE in construction. The findings also indicate that more lateral integration between FL and RL phases beyond the life cycle and industrial boundaries is necessary for CE-driven construction projects, instead of only direct vertical integration with upstream-downstream partners. This review proposes a new conceptual framework of circular logistics integration (CLI) that consists of channel creation, network integration, and inventory management to guide and inspire future research in tackling the systematic barriers that hinder materials and resource flow from RL to FL in construction life cycles.

1. Introduction

The construction industry is recognized as one of the biggest consumers of energy and resources, as well as a significant source of carbon emissions globally (Bajzelj et al., 2013). The circular economy (CE) transition has been a trending topic for the construction industry, which envisions a new growth model that minimizes environmental and material footprint while still pursuing economic prosperity (Joensuu et al., 2020). CE is believed to be a promising alternative to the traditional ‘take, make, disposal’ model to treat material and resource flows in production (Gonzalez-Sanchez et al., 2020). Both the academic and practical domains took CE as a more constructive and pragmatic pathway to the already much discussed sustainable development (Kirchherr et al., 2017). The CE development model seeks to sustain the value of materials and products at the highest level possible throughout the whole life cycle, by incorporating a sequence of R strategies, i.e. recover, recycle, repurpose, remanufacture, refurbish, repair, re-use, reduce, rethink, refuse (Bocken et al., 2017; Campbell-Johnston et al., 2020; Joensuu et al., 2020; Morseletto, 2020).

One of the most ambitious goals of CE is “closing the loop” in material and resource flows throughout product life cycles (Bocken et al., 2017; Kirchherr et al., 2017), which evokes the already well-established term “closed-loop” in green logistics and green supply chain management (GSCM) (Calmon and Graves, 2017; Cannella et al., 2016). Thus, CE and logistics management are closely interrelated, as argued by several authors (e.g. Charaf et al., 2021; Mojumder and Singh, 2021), since logistics is often a key barrier and bottleneck in transforming the traditional construction industry towards CE. Seroka-Stolka and Ociepa-Kubicka (2019) also argued that developing greener logistics systems is an inherent requisite and valuable tool to realize CE.

Logistics, in its narrowest sense, describes the process of moving goods from the point of origin to customers. This narrow conceptualization has since been expanded to include planning, executing, and controlling the efficient flow of products, services, and information through an economic system (Christopher, 2016, p. 2; Lummus et al., 2001). One important concept of logistics in CE is the bi-directional framework that consists of forward logistics (FL) and reverse logistics.
(RL). RL is a term that has evolved since the 1980s in the retail and manufacturing industry, which has been defined by Rogers and Tibben-Lembke (2001, p. 130) as “The process of planning, implementing, and controlling the efficient, cost-effective flow of raw materials, in-process inventory, finished goods, and related information from the point of consumption to the point of origin for the purpose of recapturing or creating value or proper disposal”. RL is recognized as an important counterpart of FL that constitutes a closed-loop logistics system in CE (Sérokka-Stolka, and Ociepa-Kubicka, 2019). By definition, the FL and RL combination aligns with CE in the goal to minimize the leak of resources from the system by diverting waste flows back to the original point (Bernet et al., 2018; Bocken et al., 2017), this notion of flowing backward also strongly coincides with the ‘butterfly diagram’ by Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2013).

However, in the current discussion of CE in construction, there are two strands of literature that do not overlap much with each other, with literature on FL focusing on green supply chain management (GSCM) in construction project delivery until the operational phase, and studies on RL attending to deconstruction and waste management in the post-end-of-use phase (Table 1). This leads to a rather segmented and inconsistent discussion about logistics in construction. Previous reviews on FL often considered logistics as part of the bigger concept of “construction supply chain management”, which is often oriented to construction project life cycle (CPLC) phases. For example, Badi and Murtagh (2019) and Chen et al. (2022) synthesized CE strategies in different phases of the construction supply chain and suggested that logistics optimization could help reduce the environmental impact of construction projects. In contrast, studies that tackled RL in construction considered RL more as an improved practice of waste management. For example, Hosseini et al. (2015), Pushpamali et al. (2019), and Wijewickrama et al. (2021a) reviewed different aspects of RL in the construction context, highlighting the coordination between demolition contractors, waste collectors, and municipal waste treatment entities, etc. Despite growing attention on both FL and RL in CE, the juxtaposition of FL and RL has been seldom addressed. To date, there is no review study in the construction context that presents a holistic overview of FL/RL as a pair of distinct, yet inter-dependent operations.

For the CE transition to take place in the construction industry, a more synthesized framework that aligns FL and RL operations in more comparative positions is highly desired for a few reasons. First, both FL and RL have been given much higher priority in CE compared to the linear economy as CE business models are more sensitive to financial and environmental costs. Therefore, logistics processes such as transport and delivery matter more in the calculation of life cycle cost and waste in CE compared to traditional construction projects (Charef et al., 2021; Ghisellini et al., 2018). Second, CE has also driven the construction industry to adopt new business model innovations from other industries. For example, product-service systems of manufactured products (Guera et al., 2021). Such business cases require the construction industry to think beyond the traditional project delivery processes and get involved in the FL and RL processes together with manufacturers and service providers. Third, CE requires the construction industry to track material and resource flows throughout the extremely long life cycle of buildings and facilities, normally beyond the systematic boundaries of the construction projects. This means that FL and RL must be seen no more as only temporary events, but as planned and controlled operations in an integrated system (Guera et al., 2021; Munaro and Tavares, 2021; Wibowo et al., 2022).

This review, therefore, explores the current cases of FL and RL operations in the construction realm by aligning the review frameworks in both forward and reverse directions, to synthesize, elaborate, and clarify the different aspects of FL and RL, furthermore, to create a new conceptual framework to analyze the relationship between FL and RL operations and potentially support the improvement and integration of FL and RL operations in achieving more substantial CE goals in the construction context. The systematic review process is designed to answer the following research questions (RQs). RQ1: What is the relationship between FL and RL operations in the CPLC under CE strategies? RQ2: What are the (potential) mechanisms of integration of FL and RL?

This review critically analyzes evidence in CE-related literature that tackled specific FL or RL operations in the CPLC. An analytical framework based on FL and RL phases in the holistic CPLC is used to compare and understand the relationship between FL and RL operations in CE-driven construction projects and related organizations. For RQ1, the literature is categorized based on which FL or RL phase the studied case mainly tackles, as well as which method and CE strategies are involved in the cases. Then the corresponding phases and operations in FL and RL are compared to analyze the similarities and differences regarding the FL and RL approaches to CE. For RQ2, the integration mechanisms in logistics operations are identified, by observing how logistics issues are coordinated internally, between upstream/downstream supply chain actors, or across different industries for closing the resource loops in CE. By understanding the relationships and integration mechanisms, the framework is also intended to guide construction organizations and local authorities with a set of methods to possibly improve the FL and RL operations for more collective CE goals.

The rest of the paper is structured as in the following sections: Section 2 provides a narrative of the current understanding of the FL and RL operations in CPLC under the CE transition, and the scope this review is structured within. This background and scope definition helps to define an analysis framework that is followed for the analysis. Section 3 outlines the systematic review method. Section 4 presents the results of the review, and categorized CE-driven logistics approaches by different FL and RL phases. Section 5 constructs a synthesized framework to explore the relationship between FL and RL as well as the potential integration

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>FL or RL focused</th>
<th>Focused Topic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hosseini et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Synthesized the research trends in RL, while also identifying the advantages and barriers.</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Deconstruction and material recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badi and Murtagh (2019)</td>
<td>Synthesized different operations in GSCM in construction.</td>
<td>FL, partially</td>
<td>Supply chain actors and inter-firm perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chen et al. (2022)</td>
<td>Summarized which CE strategies are adopted in construction supply chain management, and what drivers support the strategies.</td>
<td>FL, RL</td>
<td>Construction phases, manufacturing, and sociotechnical drivers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wijewickrama et al. (2021a)</td>
<td>Identified barriers to information sharing by RL actors.</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Information sharing and waste management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pushpamali et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Compared RL studies in construction and other industries.</td>
<td>RL</td>
<td>Waste management</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
mechanisms and discusses the future research aspects and questions derived from the findings. And finally, section 6 concludes the review and implicates future work.

2. The scope and analysis framework

2.1. CE in construction and its implications for logistics

The construction industry is quickly building its awareness of CE in recent years, with many pilot cases to test new products and business models. For example, the initiative of design for deconstruction/disassembly attempts to initiate the circular life cycle from the beginning of building projects with the end-of-use scenarios already in plan (Akinade et al., 2020; Marzouk and Elmaraghy, 2021). In business innovation, several cases demonstrated the product as a service model for building elements, challenging the current models of ownership and risk transfer to facilitate the reuse and recovery of products by service providers (Azzarate-Aguerre et al., 2018; Fargnoli et al., 2019). A major challenge lies in the existing stock of the built environment that is inherited from the linear economy; the European BAMB – building as material bank project is amongst the set of initiatives that endorsed the potential of implementing material passports and information tracking for the life cycle management of existing building components, those trials are in the infancy of developing generalized applications (Copeland and Bilec, 2020; Honic et al., 2021; Munaro and Tavares, 2021; Sanchez et al., 2021).

In general, the CE goals are still far from reach for the construction industry, as construction and demolition waste alone still leads to 46% of total waste generation globally (Gálvez-Martos et al., 2018). Despite many pilot cases, the lack of incentives transiting current linear supply chains into circular ones is still hindering the achievement of CE resource loops. Several studies have identified logistics as a key barrier to CE in the construction industry (Charef et al., 2021; Momjunder and Singh, 2021). Especially, there is a lack of holistic approaches in the construction supply chain to coordinate logistics operations by different actors (Adams et al., 2017). There also still exist information and organizational barriers between different phases of construction, particularly at the moment of end-of-use which separates FL and RL (Joensuu et al., 2020; Wijewickrama et al., 2021b). Ultimately, the CE transition still requires radical changes to the traditional materials and waste flows of the construction industry, which requires more innovative logistics systems that work efficiently in both forward and reverse directions.

Although logistics has been used almost interchangeably with supply chain management (SCM) by many studies, we argue that it is still important to distinguish the term from SCM as logistics management tackles more practical aspects that determine the movement of material and product flows in a supply chain system (Lummus et al., 2001). The broadening and redefining of SCM has led to new research foci that tend to focus much on general business performances but may lose sight of the specific logistics operations performed by different organizational roles to determine the actual material flows, such as sellers, distributors, warehouses, logistics service providers, etc.

In the construction context, there also lacks a common definition of logistics and its two embranchnets: FL and RL. To be able to further explore FL and RL operations as part of the CE transition in construction, we propose to provide the definition based on previous various definitions from the construction and other industries (Christopher, 2016, p. 2; Hosseini et al., 2015; Lummus et al., 2001; Rogers and Tibben-Lemkin, 2001). In the context of this research, logistics is defined as the process of planning, executing, and controlling efficient material and product flows, as well as relevant information through the CPLC, in both directions: FL, from the point of material extraction to the in-use phase of construction projects, and RL, from the end-of-use of projects or products to the point of resource value recapturing or proper disposal.

2.2. FL and RL phases in the CE-driven CPLC

Most studies that analyzed the supply chain and logistics in the construction industry referred to the CPLC framework defined with five phases: design, manufacturing, construction, operation, and end-of-use phases (Benachio et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2022; Wijewickrama et al., 2021b). Although this framework is understandable for construction professionals, it is FL-centric and missing the post-end-of-use operations. To make the adaptation to the CE principle of ‘closing the loop’, the end-of-use phase shall not only be seen as the end-game of FL, but also as the beginning of RL. Ideally, a framework of logistics in CE should consist of phases in RL operations that correspond to FL. Nevertheless, RL is a relatively new concept to the construction industry, and the phases in the post-end-of-use phases are not clearly defined.

Previous studies from the manufacturing and retail sectors have identified several key operations in RL: source reduction, product returns, waste management, remanufacturing, and material substitution (Olorunniwo and Li, 2010; Rogers and Tibben-Lemkin, 2001). In construction literature, studies by Wijewickrama et al. (2021b) and Chileshe et al. (2019) defined the phases in the RL network of the construction industry according to the sequence of four locations: collection points, salvaging yards, reprocessing centers, and secondary markets. Based on the frameworks from the previous studies and requirements of CE strategies, we adapted the terms to create a framework of five phases for the post-end-of-use RL phases: deconstruction, product reuse, waste distribution, material reprocessing, and loop regeneration. The result of the new definition of phases in FL and RL is thereby presented in Table 2, which coded the phases in the forward direction as F1 to F4 and the reverse direction as R1 to R4. The above-mentioned fifth phase of FL and RL, namely the end-of-use phase and loop regeneration are recognized as transitional phases between FL/RL life cycle boundaries and are thus not used as codes for the literature review to reduce confusion.

3. Review process

To select the relevant literature for the research questions, understand the body of literature in more detail, and critically evaluate them,

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Phases</th>
<th>Other associated terms in CE</th>
<th>Sources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F1</td>
<td>Design</td>
<td>Sustainable design, project planning, and decision making, green procurement</td>
<td>Chen et al. (2022); Geldermans et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2</td>
<td>Manufacturing</td>
<td>Parts production, off-site construction</td>
<td>Benachio et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>On-site waste reduction, green construction logistics</td>
<td>Benachio et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4</td>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Predictive maintenance, service life planning, integrated logistics support</td>
<td>Benachio et al. (2019); Chen et al. (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>Deconstruction</td>
<td>Deconstruction planning, on-site waste collection</td>
<td>Chileshe et al. (2019); van den Berg et al. (2020a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>Product reuse</td>
<td>Product returns, reusing reclaimed building components, repair, refurbishing</td>
<td>Bertin et al. (2019); van den Berg et al. (2020a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>Waste distribution</td>
<td>Waste management, sorting, and segregation, waste transportation, salvage yards</td>
<td>Chileshe et al. (2019); Wijewickrama et al. (2021b)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>Material reprocessing</td>
<td>Remanufacturing, recycling of building materials, industrial symbiosis</td>
<td>Chileshe et al. (2019); Wijewickrama et al. (2021b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) approach has been chosen. The SLR is mainly based on the PRISMA method (Pushpamali et al., 2019). The search queries were determined together with experts in the field/co-researchers/co-authors. The literature selection process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The initial search retrieved journal publications from two databases: Scopus and Web of Science (backed to June 13th, 2022). We referred to previous SLRs in the field to consider the two databases as a comprehensive source of mature scientific results (journal papers) (Chen et al., 2022; Wijewickrama et al., 2021a). Three sets of keywords were defined. The first set of keywords only has one word: logistic*. The second keyword set assures more general perspectives of CE are covered, including several R strategies (reus*, reduc*, recycle*, remanufacture*, etc.) that are commonly used by construction scholars (e.g. Chen et al., 2022; Gebhardt et al., 2021; Hossain et al., 2020). Also, by expanding the third keyword set to different built environment-related keywords, more industrial insights, and building project cases were included. The * represents wildcard entries regardless of tense or plural form. Given the longstanding interest in the concept of logistics, the search was not restricted to any timeframe.

The search conducted on search engines returned in total more than 4000 journal articles after removing the duplicates. Other sources such as conferences are not included to improve the reliability of the cases for comparison. After screening the titles and abstract, articles clearly not related to the construction were excluded. This selection procedure also did not include other literature reviews, only original academic studies and practical cases in the English language were analyzed. It is worth noting that a few economic modeling studies which used ‘logistic regression’ as part of the method, not in solving logistics and circularity-related issues, were also excluded. Finally, 205 papers were left after this round of screening.

In the following stage, the first author screened the full text of the papers and excluded more entries based on their relevance to CE principles. First, a few papers that incorporated purely technical solutions from material science perspectives, which did not contain logistics management insights, were excluded. Studies that only tackle logistics from a linear economy perspective, although expressing some interest in time and cost reduction in construction projects, were also taken out due to the lack of ecological and material life cycle concerns. Likewise, one article that focused on the logistics warehouses but not on the logistics operation in the construction industry was also not included (Son et al., 2021). Afterward, we screened the articles based on the review framework of different FL and RL phases (Table 2), articles that do not tackle specific CPLC operations, but only investigate the general drivers and barriers to CE and FL/RL were not selected for the SLR process, but used as back-up sources for the discussion of concepts. And finally, the authors carried out a snowball sampling with other experts to ensure more comprehensive data collection with the consideration of more up-to-date CE concepts and practices, which added 5 more entries to the pool of literature. The screening process has left a total of 81 articles for content analysis.

The 81 publications were first summarized to the main research topics and logistics operations, the main methods used, and the important findings in regard to CE and logistics operations. Then, the sources were categorized and coded in the dimension of CPLC phases. More dimensions of coding have been applied to gather review data to answer the two RQs, including the CE strategies applied, the indication of integration mechanisms with other phases/actors, and whether the integration is already established supply chain or only presented as pilot cases. The coding process has been partially inspired by the work of Chen et al. (2022) which utilizes a phase-specific framework to understand CPLC; and the SLR by Gebhardt et al. (2021), which elaborates integration and collaborative mechanisms.

4. Results

4.1. Overview of the literature studied

The distribution of selected literature by year and source of journals
are presented in Figs. 2 and 3.

4.2. FL operations

Table 3 presents the summary of the CE-driven logistics study approaches in FL phases.

4.2.1. Design

- LCA-based design for logistics planning

Compared to some previous studies that included the biggest portion of literature in the design phase (Chen et al., 2022), this review finds that in the domain of logistics, only a few pieces of literature have explicitly mentioned the relationship between product/building design and logistics, all of which have been based on an LCA informed approach. Several cases have focused on the selection of specific construction methods or manufacturing options (e.g., timber and prefab components) to potentially improve logistics performance in construction, such as reducing transportation and overall life cycle environmental impact of logistics operations (Chen et al., 2022; El-Aghoury et al., 2021; Geldermans et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021).

- Green procurement by construction organizations

Adjacent to building and product design, another important CE-relevant operation in the early phase of construction projects is procurement. In FL, this operation includes the key decision-making procedures by construction organizations to manage the supply channels of materials. One empirical study by Ajayi et al. (2017a,b) highlighted the importance of procurement in construction waste reduction and identified the key strategies employed by organizations. This concept is further solidified by several other studies that tackled more specific building materials such as steel and timber (El-Aghoury et al., 2021; Kar and Jha, 2020; Zhu et al., 2021; Zuo et al., 2009). These studies took various field studies or modeling approaches to prove the influence of supply channel selection and supplier management from the demand side upon the life-cycle performance and waste reduction of construction projects.

4.2.2. Manufacturing: logistics management in offsite construction

Another key phase in FL is the manufacturing phase. In this part, almost all reviewed papers focus on logistic improvements on off-site/modular construction. This is possibly due to the search being limited to the construction industry, which did not reveal strong integration with other manufacturers outside the prefabrication discussion. It is interesting to observe that by engaging industrialized construction methods, research in the construction industry can tackle logistics-related topics from the manufacturer’s perspective by using supply chain modeling techniques. For example, Ma et al. (2021) used a hierarchical fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method to test the possibility of process improvement in prefabrication to reduce waste, emissions, and energy consumption. Li et al. (2017) and Zhai et al. (2020) took modeling methods to evaluate schedule risks and coordinate spatial-temporal hedging, to reduce waste in production networks. Studies by Bataglin et al. (2020) and Li et al. (2018) introduced Lean principles in the supply chain of prefabricated housing production by implementing BIM. Both studies revealed a growing concern about more efficient and green logistics operations in the delivery of pre-fabricated building projects. Lastly, Kothman and Faber (2016) explored the disruption of 3D printing as a new manufacturing technique in the construction supply chain and analyzed its potential influence on logistics such as shortened lead time and reduced material demand.

4.2.3. Construction

- On-site logistics for waste reduction

Traditional construction organizations are interested in waste reduction because it is often associated with cost minimization. The on-site waste reduction could be improved by properly organizing the logistic operations in the delivery of materials and products. A few researchers conducted field studies, interviews, or surveys to determine the key factors influencing on-site waste minimization and environmental impact reduction. They concluded that logistic optimization is among the most important operations (Ajayi et al., 2017a,b; Dixit et al., 2022; Gharehbaghi et al., 2019). One case study by Teizer et al. (2020) demonstrated the possibility of using long-range material tracking with advanced internet of things (IoT) devices to enhance logistic coordination compared to more traditional technologies such as RFID.

- Green urban construction logistics networks

On a bigger scale, the optimization of construction logistics networks could also contribute to green performance such as reducing transportation emissions and facility resources. Studies by Brusselaers et al. (2021) and Sezer and Fredriksson (2021) took actor-centric case studies to explore the complex systems that determine the impact of urban construction logistics, which involved decision-making in multiple dimensions such as site selection and green building certification. Shakantu et al. (2008a,b) evaluated the phenomenon of empty running trucks between construction sites and suggested that emissions could be reduced by combining forward logistic truck rides with waste collection. Another heated discussion is the introduction of construction logistic centers (CLCs) to formulate consolidation points for construction sites in a region, to replace more traditional forms of construction freights that
run between fragmented spots. Guerlain et al. (2019) conducted case studies that showed the positive influence of CLCs on waste reduction. On the contrary, Janné and Fredriksson (2021) and Nolz (2021) discussed the trade-offs of consolidation and just-in-time (JIT) methods while employing CLCs, highlighting that the balance between the two methods is key to solving inventory routine problems in construction.

4.2.4. Operations and maintenance: logistics coordination in operations

In current studies, the in-use phase of the built environment is rather under-examined compared to other construction phases. Few studies have mentioned logistics operations in the maintenance of built assets. Two articles used the term Integrated logistics support (El-Haram and Horner, 2002, 2003), which refers to a management system evolved from the military and the oil industry, that focuses on whole-life-cycle cost minimization and optimization in maintenance strategies.
However, the concept refers to military jargon and its applicability in construction has not been further validated. It was not until the product-as-a-service (PaaS) model was introduced to the construction industry, that logistics has been again discussed as a prioritized topic in the operational phase of built assets (Azcarate-Aguerre et al., 2022). CE business and ownership models require asset management practices to also consider logistics issues after projects and products are delivered; for example, the delivery and storage of replaced/repaired building elements.

### 4.3. RL operations

Table 4 presents the summary of the CE-driven logistics study approaches in RL phases.

#### 4.3.1. Deconstruction: Waste tracking and deconstruction project planning

A key phase of RL operations is the reduction and treatment of waste sources when buildings or facilities are demolished. Through planning and managing deconstruction projects, waste materials may already be recovered, thereby reducing the waste generated for further treatment. Previous studies have focused on information availability for demolition contractors to support end-of-use decision-making, also highlighting the use of technologies such as 3D scanning and BIM to close information gaps about waste sources (van den Berg et al., 2020b; Volk et al., 2018). LCA models are also used to evaluate the environmental impact and risk of deconstruction projects before execution (Koc and Okudan, 2021; Pan et al., 2020). Waste prediction at a bigger scale also contributes to the planning of future RL operations in urban areas. For instance, Steins et al. (2021) analyzed waste streams of autoclaved aerated concrete in Germany with the support of geospatial data which predicted the peaking of the waste stream between 2030 and 2050. The above studies reveal the importance of life-cycle information in deconstruction planning. And bridging the data gap of material inventory in the existing built environment for future RL operations is the key challenge addressed by multiple studies.

#### 4.3.2. Product reuse: reuse of reclaimed building materials

Despite being an important strategy of CE, little literature has shown awareness of logistics in reuse practices. In civil construction and the building sector, the reuse of excavated waste and by-products has been standard practice and normally involves certain logistics considerations about the allocation of vehicles and materials (Hale et al., 2021; Roth and Eklund, 2003). Van den Berg et al. (2020a) and Anastasiades et al. (2022) indicated the possibility of the reuse of demounted building components through a selective demolition and recovery process. The feasibility of RL operations is a determining factor for decisions of reusing or not, however, it is a complex issue to determine how the logistics systems, such as transportation and channel facilities need to be developed for such operations. Compared to the manufacturing and retail industries, the construction industry has little awareness about the return of products through the RL system, and the materials are normally recovered in very different manners, which makes the concept of reuse less approachable.

#### 4.3.3. Waste distribution

The practice of waste management has been a mature sector even before CE became a hot topic in the construction industry. CE goals require more predictable and controlled waste flow management that could divert waste streams to new resource channels, which post a new challenge to traditional waste distribution practices. The following three groups of CE-centric approaches are categorized about the RL operations in this phase.

- **Waste flow decision support**

  A few studies implemented BIM to determine post-end-of-use channels of materials, demonstrating the potential of BIM for decision support in waste treatment or disposal (Chileshe et al., 2019; Shi and Xu, 2021). Several studies took among other methods mixed integer linear programming models to optimize waste treatment and recycling decisions; the models demonstrate certain capabilities to reduce the cost and environmental impact of waste treatment decisions (Ahmed and Zhang, 2021; Chinda and Ammarapala, 2016; Xu et al., 2019). The studies also revealed that such models become overly complex when

---

**Table 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of key RL operations</th>
<th>Major CE-driven logistics approaches</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F1 Life cycle analysis (LCA) based design for logistics planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Banks et al. (2018); Chen et al. (2022); Geldermann et al. (2019); Liu et al. (2021); Xu et al. (2021)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green procurement by construction organizations</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ajayi et al. (2017); El-Aghoury et al. (2021); Kar and Jha (2020); Thai et al. (2014); Zhu et al. (2021); Zuo et al. (2009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F2 Logistics management in off-site construction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Almashaqbeh and El-Rayes (2021); Batagli et al. (2020); Kothman and Faber (2016); Li et al. (2017, 2018); Ma et al. (2021); Zhai et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F3 On-site logistics for waste reduction</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ajayi et al. (2017); Dixit et al. (2022); Ghabrebaghi et al. (2019); Teixer et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green urban construction logistics networks</td>
<td></td>
<td>Brusselsers et al. (2021); Fang et al. (2018); Guerlain et al. (2019); Janné and Fredriksson (2021); Nolz (2021); Sezer and Fredriksson (2021); Wissan et al. (2017); Tischer et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F4 Logistics coordination in deconstruction project planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Azcarate-Aguerre et al. (2022); El-Haram and Horner (2002, 2003)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phases of key RL operations</th>
<th>Major CE-driven logistics approaches</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1 Waste tracking and deconstruction project planning</td>
<td></td>
<td>Jaskowska-Lemaitis and Sagan (2019); Koc and Okudan (2021); Pantini and Rigamonti (2020); Steins et al. (2021); van den Berg et al. (2020b); Volk et al. (2018)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2 Reuse of reclaimed building materials</td>
<td></td>
<td>Anastasiades et al. (2022); Hale et al. (2021); Roth and Eklund (2003); van den Berg et al. (2020a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 Waste flow decision support</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ahmed and Zhang (2021); Bai and Wang (2020); Chileshe et al. (2019); Chinda and Ammarapala (2016); Pushpamali et al. (2020); Shi et al. (2020); Shi et al. (2019); Souza et al. (2022); Xu et al. (2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 Recycling and remanufacturing of construction products</td>
<td></td>
<td>Aydin (2020); Bi et al. (2022); Fu et al. (2017); Gan and Cheng (2015); Liang and Lee (2018); Lin et al. (2020); Pan et al. (2020); WM Shaka et al. (2021); Shi et al. (2019); Zhang and Ahmed (2022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Gálvez-Martos et al. (2018); Mak et al. (2019); Nikmehr et al. (2017); Nunes et al. (2009); Oliveira Neto and Correia (2019); Rab Nawaz Ahmed and Zhang (2021); Raphael and Seetharaman (2013); Su et al. (2021); Tischer et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Athira et al. (2020); de Lorrina Dinz et al. (2020); Chaves et al. (2021); NoParast et al. (2021); Rørstron et al. (2018); Sea-Lim et al. (2018); Sinha et al. (2010); Superti et al. (2021); Zulca et al. (2020)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
multi-stakeholder interests are to be involved like green taxes (Xu et al., 2019).

- Waste logistics network design and optimization

Compared to studies on waste flows, which focused on the material properties and quantities, the study of the networks examined the spatial aspect of RL systems, for example, the scheduling and planning of waste transport routines (Gan and Cheng, 2015; Liang and Lee, 2018; Pan et al., 2020). Location selection of waste treatment plants and storage...
facilities is the other important aspect to optimize RL networks (Aydin, 2020; Shi et al., 2019). For RL network optimization, modeling is the mostly used method, like carbon footprint modeling, and multi-objective location models (Fu et al., 2017; Shi et al., 2019).

- Waste management process improvement

In the business process aspect, waste management could only be effective when properly incorporated by organizations. Case studies from different geographical regions have investigated the effect of waste management strategies by construction organizations, including the development of waste management plans and applying quality assurance measures (Gálvez-Martos et al., 2018; Rudolph Raj and Seetharaman, 2013; Tischer et al., 2013). Most studies used qualitative methods to observe organizational performances, while accurate performance is hardly measured in waste management practices due to high uncertainties in the inventory and flows. An attempt has been made to use multi-layer value stream assessment to integrate lean management in the RL process (Rabnawaz Ahmed and Zhang, 2021).

4.3.4. Material reprocessing: Recycling and remanufacturing of construction products

The last phase of RL is the recycling and remanufacturing of construction products, which has been mostly examined from an industrial process and logistics perspective. Similar to manufacturing in FL, most of the remanufacturing discourses in the construction industry is only featuring concrete mixtures and aggregates (NoParast et al., 2021; Sinha et al., 2010). Other construction materials and products are less explored. Modeling and network-based optimization is the mostly used method to improve the remanufacturing processes. For example, the location of concrete recycling plants is one of the important parameters for the CE performance of the material supply chain, GIS data, and material flow analysis featuring the concept of industrial symbiosis has been used to improve the concrete processing facilities network in cities to facilitate more use of recycled material sources (Athira et al., 2020; Van den Berghe and Verhagen, 2021; Yu et al., 2021). Broader, the research attempt in this phase is still confined to limited CE strategies and scopes in the construction industry. The discourse is missing wider perspectives on the treatment of various secondary materials and products that require complex industrial networks.

5. Discussion

Based on the analysis results presented, this chapter illustrates the relationship between FL and RL operations in the context of CE (5.1) by proposing a framework for integration (5.2) and associated (potential) circular logistics integration mechanisms (5.3) (See Fig. 4).

5.1. Relationship between FL and RL operations

The unique perspective of this review is the accentuation of the bi-directional nature of logistics systems and the juxtaposition of FL and RL operations in the construction industry to achieve CE. This review brings more insights into the relationship between FL and RL operations in the CE transition of the construction industry by investigating the more detailed methods used in the FL and RL phases, which go beyond the general R strategies of CE. The similarities and differences between the specific FL and RL phases are hereby presented.

5.1.1. Design and procurement from deconstruction

Design and procurement in FL is closely related to deconstruction waste reduction in FL as the concept of design for deconstruction is often mentioned (Akinade et al., 2020; Marzouk and Elmaraghy, 2021). However, the approaches in the two ends are quite distinctive in current studies. While LCA and environmental impact analysis methods are widely used in design and procurement processes to support CE goals in FL, the planning of deconstruction projects is mostly focused on waste sorting and recovery on-site, and the practices to set up logistics channels are scarce in RL. There is little evidence in the current literature that extends deconstruction planning to the other distribution channels in RL and connects materials from deconstruction projects to procurement processes in the secondary markets or the next life cycle. The lack of integration beyond life cycle boundaries is causing a structural gap that hinders circular resource and information flow between FL and RL operations. This is mainly caused by the extensively long life cycle of the built environment and the usually changed ownership conditions after decommissioning of buildings. This finding is in accordance with the previous review by Wijewickrama et al. (2021b), which highlighted the importance of information brokers at the end-of-use phase of construction projects. Ultimately, the matching of supply and demand sides remains a great challenge for the regeneration of the new life cycle of materials in CE. The role of forward and reverse logistics is important in this aspect as an intermediator of supply and demand channels between different life cycle phases.

5.1.2. Use and reuse of building products

The logistics operations during the in-use phase of buildings and the return/reuse of building products have both been underdeveloped topics despite growing attention from CE initiatives. As traditional logistics operations mainly serve production purposes, it becomes minimal when construction organizations such as contractors and engineering companies are no more active. The processes and relevant information are thus disintegrated once a construction project is delivered. However, engaging the in-use phase of building products and finding new asset management models are key moves toward CE (van den Berg et al., 2020a). The emerging product-as-a-service (PaaS) models in the construction industry is an initiative to improve service quality during the operational phase for both new and reused products, however, cost reduction and quality control in such business cases are difficult. For RL, efforts focus on promoting the reusability of new and reclaimed products to recapture the highest value. Little attention has been put on how construction products could be returned to the suppliers or service providers to make the business cases feasible.

5.1.3. Construction and waste logistics

The biggest portion of reviewed studies is either tackling the improvement of onsite/off-site construction logistics (FL) or the logistics procedures in waste management (RL). It is worth noting that similar research methods are used in both directions, with the majority utilizing modeling approaches to improve the distribution of materials, planning and scheduling process of logistics, or the location of facilities. From the material-centric aspect, digital material tracking and the evaluation of embodied energy/carbon have been demonstrated practices in FL to support more advanced control of inventories of construction materials on-site for improved CE performance (Teizer et al., 2020). In RL practices, the emphasis is more on the decision support for waste flows based on end-of-use cost and environmental impact calculated from geo-data or BIM (Chileshe et al., 2019; Shi and Xu, 2021). However, the modeling of RL systems is proven to be more complex as there are more factors and uncertainties to consider with extra sets of economic/environmental policies.

Both FL and RL-oriented studies have revealed a strong common interest in improving the logistics network optimization and inventory planning for CE. In the construction phase, scheduling and inventory routine planning are seen as critical practices to waste reduction (Fang et al., 2018; Nolz, 2021). For waste management, the significance of lean principles and inventory/resource planning is also highlighted to reduce the overall cost of RL (Oliveira Neto and Correia, 2019; Rabnawaz Ahmed and Zhang, 2021). Furthermore, the transportation networks and the location of logistics facilities in FL and RL could also be optimized in similar manners. Guerlain et al. (2019) and Janné and Fredriksson (2021) advocated the deployment of construction...
logistics/consolidation centers to improve delivery efficiency. Bi et al. (2022), and Liang and Lee (2018) also concluded that optimal facility choices are the most important for waste management performance. An important and yet unanswered question is how to combine the transportation networks and logistics facility resources in FL and RL.

5.1.4. Manufacturing and remanufacturing

Although the strategies of remanufacturing and recycling sit on the lower side of the cascading strategies of CE (Ellen MacArthur Foundation, 2013; Kirchherr et al., 2017). Material reprocessing is still a crucial phase of RL and is where logistics play an important role as well. An interesting finding from this review is that remanufacturing and recycling operations share some commonalities with the manufacturing phase in FL. Literature from both phases largely focused on the concrete production and packaging of the products. However, there still miss insights about how the construction industry manages the interface and systematic boundaries with other more complex sectors that supply construction products, such as the steel/timber structure and aluminum/glass facade supply chains.

5.2. Circular logistics integration in the construction industry

As both FL and RL are recognized as important operations to enable CE in construction, in the optimal situation, FL and RL operations shall be connected as a holistic system instead of segregated operations for the CE goal of closing the loop (Julianelli et al., 2020; Wijewickrama et al., 2021b). One similar concept that has been previously used by construction experts is supply chain integration, which refers to creating more long-term collaboration and trust between organizations, thereby improving the currently fragmented project-based business (Chen et al., 2012; Ma et al., 2021). The RL-focused studies engaged logistics improvement in concrete aggregate recycling processes (Sinha et al., 2010; Van den Bergh and Verbelen, 2021; Zulcic et al., 2020). The two groups of studies show opportunities for industrial symbiosis and logistics integration between manufacturing and remanufacturing organizations, for the design of logistics networks and the coordination of inventories/resources. However, there still miss insights about how the construction industry manages the interface and systematic boundaries with other more complex sectors that supply construction products, such as the steel/timber structure and aluminum/glass facade supply chains.

5.3. Subtopics of CLI

The objective of CLI is to connect the supply and demand channels from the back end to the front end of the CPLC. The goal aligns with the CE’s ambitions in closing the loop (Akinade et al., 2020). In this regard, the implementation of CLI involves mainly the roles of logistics intermediaries that may help bridge the gaps in materials, information, and organizational flows in the RL to FL boundary. Hereafter, the following more specific research areas are established based on the findings of this review.

5.3.1. Circular logistics channel creation

One barrier to matching supply and demand for construction materials in the circular life cycle is the extremely long in-use phase of buildings that is difficult to predict and trace. The availability of materials is a great challenge to CE as locally sourced reclaimed materials need to be matched with new project demands in complex spatial temporal dimensions, which post more quality control issues and supply chain risks. Although pilot studies have attempted to bring more information from FL to RL through deconstruction planning and waste tracking, the logistics channels from RL to FL have been hardly investigated. One important step would be to extend the procurement processes beyond the life cycle boundary, and focus on the interface between RL to FL material flows and the sourcing of supply channels in the secondary market. This could mean that the role definitions for the intermediaries in logistics operations need to be re-examined and improved, such as the specialized consultants, sellers, circular procurement platforms, third-party logistics providers, etc. For further research, relevant questions could be:

- Who are the logistics intermediaries and what are their roles in FL and RL networks to integrate circular distribution channels of construction materials?
5.3.2. Circular logistics networks integration

The findings of this review also suggested that despite different CPLC phases, the logistics networks in forward and reverse directions have shown some commonalities and could be potentially integrated. For example, the transportation operations that deliver new construction materials (FL) and waste materials (RL) may be merged and managed through shared platforms. And further, more extensive collaboration in channel facilities and resource sharing in the distribution networks may be made possible by jointly managing the capacities of construction logistics centers and waste consolidation centers. The difficulty for such integration is that the already highly complex networks and fragmented operations in the construction sector in both FL and RL domains. Especially, many location and cost models in RL have shown limitations when dealing with logistics operations in CE that often involves highly dynamic multi-stakeholder scenarios and extensive policy measures (e.g., carbon taxes, embodied energy, etc.). There are yet questions to be explored for the integration of circular logistics networks.

- When and where may FL and RL networks be integrated to improve the CE-driven performance of logistics operations in the construction industry?
- How to implement circular logistics networks to overcome the operational barriers to RL to FL connections (route planning, collecting, delivery, etc. of reclaimed materials)?

5.3.3. Circular inventory management

This review has concluded that most studies in FL and RL phases of the construction industry have been limited to operations by the Architecture, Engineering and Construction (AEC) actors, or only extend to a narrow range of manufacturing and waste management practices, mostly within the concrete production and recycling branches. Many other cross-industrial integration opportunities have not been given the same amount of attention, such as industrial symbiosis in manufacturing and product-as-a-service (PaaS) models of construction products. The insights about cross-branch integration and collaboration that include more complex industrial networks are missing. The greatest barrier to such integration is the segregated management of inventories in different industries. While the delivery of construction projects by the AEC sector relies on the prediction of quantity surveyors and building information models (BIM), the manufacturing and waste industries acquire inventory information in very different ways. Whilst in CE, the existing built environment should also be seen as another inventory for the future stock of construction products. A practical route could be to first develop the existing inventory models from different industries and focus on the links between systems and the key bottlenecks to integrating FL and RL inventories. For example, to set up specialized platforms for information sharing and resource pooling in supply chains of particular construction materials/products.

After all, information unavailability and obstructions are prominent challenges for FL and RL inventory integration beyond the industrial barriers. Due to growing information demand in the CE transition, studies have also revealed more interest in digital data systems. For instance, BIM and materials passports are recognized as a key development to increase data integrity between FL and RL inventories, and geo-data has been widely used for location-based decisions. Despite being a focus for both FL and RL, the ICT systems used in the two directions of the logistics system have shown little evidence of compatibility. The digital collaboration for logistics systems in the construction industry is still in its infancy and awaits experiments with more advanced solutions such as digital twins and artificial intelligence. More intelligent and intuitive methods are desired beyond the available building and product inventory data systems to support decisions in FL and RL. Thereby the further research questions are:

- What is the role of information in the integration of inventory management systems that connect RL to FL?
- How to develop more information-driven inventory management methods to track, guide, and control material stocks in the CE-driven CPLC?

6. Conclusions

Facing the CE transition challenge in the construction industry, logistic management has gained more interest from researchers and practitioners. Despite the effort to develop greener forward logistics (FL) and reverse logistics (RL), there is little overlap between the two strains of literature, and the relationship between FL and RL in the construction context remains unexplored. Therefore, we have performed an SLR to identify the research efforts in FL and RL in the construction industry based on the logistics operations performed in different phases of the construction project life cycle. Four phases are categorized and analyzed in both directions, but RL is less predictable and approachable to construction organizations than FL as the operations are less project-centric, and often involve actors beyond the industrial and life cycle boundaries of the AEC industry. And further, to answer RQ2, the existing potential integration mechanisms between the FL and RL phases are analyzed, showing that more integration is needed in RL for CE transition, and the lateral integration beyond the systematic boundaries between FL and RL phases is favorable for new CE pilot cases. After all, more specialized joint operations enabled by the roles of logistics intermediaries may be required to connect the supply channels of deconstruction planning to the new distribution channels in FL. Future research opportunities are identified to enable a new framework of circular logistics integration (CLI) in the CPLC from the different sub-topics of channels, networks, and inventory.

This review contributes to the theories of CE-driven logistics and supply chain management in the construction context by synthesizing, clarifying, and elaborating the different theories of FL and RL into one framework, which maps the bi-directional logistics operations into the phases of a CPLC. While an innovative perspective is established to understand the logistics operations in the existing body of literature on the construction industry consisting of FL and RL, the review also delivered new input of knowledge to the current academic and practical field to further develop integrated logistics management methodologies in both construction project delivery (FL) and project decommissioning and dismantling (RL), in alignment with the CE goals of minimizing overall material and carbon footprint in the future of the industry.
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